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I begin the development of the theme with a keen sense of
the depth and scope of such a task^ and with an awareness of my
limitations for the accomplishment of a task of such magnitude.
The task takes on greater proportions because of my close
association with, and my peculiar interest in the church. Not
only did I do my field work in teaching and administration at
Second Bethel Baptist Church, Saint Petersburg, Floridaj but
Second Bethel is the church which I have served as pastor for more
than three decades.
I shall attempt to give this appraisal of Second Bethel’s
total program in the light of present day educational methods and
trends, and also in the light of new insights which I have gained
in courses in Christian Education at the Interdenominational Theo¬
logical Center, Atlanta, Georgia.
In addition to giving an appraisal of the activities of Second
Bethel for which much could be said and in -tdiich much improvement
could be made, I shall also endeavor to point out its limitations,
deficiencies and inadequacies, and make some proposals for the future.
Description of Church
Second Bethel has a membership of seven hundred and fifty-five,
and a constituency of about twelve hundred. By membership is meant
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those who have been accepted as members of the church by baptism,
letter or experience of grace. By constituency is meant those who
attend the services of the church, the Sunday School, and/or other
depsu*tments, make some sort of contribution to the church’s program,
use the church’s facilities, the ministeries of the church and are
not members of any congregation.
Scope of Concem
Second Bethel is primarily concerned about Christian education,
evangelism and missions; but it also concerns itself with the eco¬
nomic, social and civic life of its membership and the entire cont-
munity.
The chvirch provides a variety of activities for children, youth
and adults including a completely staffed music department, scouting
on all levels, and a credit union with assets amounting to $23,000.00,
which is currently paying a four percent dividend.
Second Bethel is a monthly contributor to Florida Memorial
College, Saint Augustine, Florida, makes periodic contributions to
Foreign Missions through the Foreign Mission Board, U. S. A., Inc.,
and the Foreign Missions Bureau, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It is
affiliated with United Churches of Greater Saint Petersburg and its
auxiliary bodies — United Church Women and United Chxirch Men. It
is also a life member of the National Association for the Advance¬
ment of Colored People, and is host to many of its mass meetings.
The church also cooperates with voter registration campaigns
through the church's fifty-four Parish Zone Leaders who make contacts
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•with all parishioners in an effort to see that th^ are qualified
to vote in all elections.
Although the church is concerned about the social, ci'^ic and
economic life of the to-tal communi-tgr, it realizes that its main
objective must be grounded in God’s eternal purpose — the salvation
of men.
The church seeks to equip men and women, boys and girls for
the accoii5>lishment of this task through its various departments
of Christian Education. As means to this ultimate end, the church
engages in evangelism, worship, preaching, teaching and training.
II. EDUCATIONAL PROCEAIi
Out of a sense of deep awareness of the need for a program
of Christian Educjation that will meet the needs of the total indi¬
vidual on all age levels. Second Bethel Church has begun a program
which it feels will eventually be expanded to a point of efficiency
and adeqtiaqr. The following is a description of the structure of
this program.
A. Board of Christian Education
The Board of Christian Education has been given responsibility
and power by the church to plan and promote the entire program of
Christian education. It seeks for imification, coordination and
correlation of all educational interests of the church. This in.-
cludes the Sunday School, Baptist Training Union, Young People's
work leadership education, vacation church school, week-day church
school, missionary education, and all other phases of study, worship,
recreation and any other services that may be included in a well-
balanced program of Christian education. For information on the
specific duties and functions of the Board the contributions of
Oliver DeWolf Cummings have been helpful.^ A list of them follows:
loliver DeWolf Cummings, Christian Education in the Local
Church. The Judson Press, Philadelphia, 191^2, pp. 35-i;3*
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1. To furnish creative guidance in the building of a compre¬
hensive and uixified program of Christian education for
the whole church.
2. To approve all teachers, departmental heads and appointive
officers of the Sunday School and Baptist Training Union.
3. To study actual conditions and educational needs of the
local church and to keep abreast of recent trends and
developments in Christian education, as reflected in the
best educational tests and materials.
U. To provide an adequate and continuous program of leader¬
ship development.
5. To furnish creative guidance in the selection of a cxirri-
culum for the whole church and correlation of materials
for the various classes and organizations.
6* To supervise the work of the various departments and
classes and recommend improvements in harmony with the
best educational methods*
7. To supervise the grading and promotion of pupils and
the keeping of adequate records of progress.
8. To extend the educational ministry of the church, and to
provide larger cooperation ydth the home, the public
school and community agencies.
9. To enlist intelligent understanding of, and participation
in, the objectives of the church by the entire membership.
10. To provide adequate materials and equipment for achieving
these objectives.
11. To maintain a constant emphasis upon evangelism, worship,
and spiritual nurture.
B. The Sunday School
1. Organizational Structure
The Sunday School of Second Bethel Church is organized on
the divisional plan instead of the departmental plan because of the
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iiaadequacy of space.
The fotir divisions are: (1) the ad\ilt divisionsj (2) the young
people's divisionj (3) the children's division; and (ii) the Kinder¬
garten and beginner divisions. The total enrollment of the Sunday
School is 301. It has a general superintendent, an associate super¬
intendent, a general secretary, four divisional superintendents,
twenty-three classes, tiren-ty-three teachers, four divisional secre¬
taries, twenty-three class secretaries.
The educational facilities consist of twelve classrooms, fovir
assembly rooms including the auditorium, library, two offices, one
of which is used for a classroom. The rest of the twenty-three
classes meet in the main a\xditorium and in Fellowship Hall. The need
for more educational facilities is veiy pronounced.
2. Making Use of the Six Point Record System
The six point record system, when properly set up and effi¬
ciently administered has several advantages.














The same credits are given for attendance at preaching service
and Sunday School attendance. This impresses the pupils that
attending the preaching service is as important as Sunday School
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attendance. The General Superintendent, the Divisional Superinten¬
dent and teachers of all classes are expected to urge every pupil
to make a 100 percent grade every Sunday. Each pupil should be
a hundred percent pupil, each class a hundred percent class, and
each division a hundred percent division, thus making a hundred
percent school.
The six point record system should be kept before the entire
Sunday School. Large wall charts should be in every department,
in every classroom, in the assembly rooms, and in the general assem¬
bly room. New students should be given information cards on becoming
members of the Sunday School*
The grades of pupils up to and including the Intermediate De¬
partment are sent to their parents. The grades of the pupils above
the Intermediate Department are given to the pupils themselves.
This practice helps to secure home-school cooperation. Parents will
not only become concerned about their children’s attendance, but
about their being on time, with their Bible and an offering, but
they will also help the children in their lesson preparation and
will use their influence in having them remain for the preaching
service*
The primary and beginner children are marked on two pointsx
Attendance 60 points
On Time 1^0 points
Nursery children are marked only on attendance.
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The officers and teachers are graded on all six points regard¬
less of the department -with which they work.
All credits are based on attendance; no credit is given to any
member (other than extension members) for meeting any of the require¬
ments unless he attends Sunday School on that Sunday.
Althou^ Second Bethel Church uses the Six Point Record System
to a great advantage, it has not reached the point of development
suggested by Bmna Noland^ and Author Flake.^
C. Worship in Christian Education
A discussion of the place of worship in religious education
can hardly be carried on effectively without a consideration of
what worship is.
According to Marie Cole Powell, in her book entitled Guiding
the Experience of Worship, worship gives reality to the God compan:-
ionship experience.
If worship is an experience, this indicates that in worship,
the individual is changed so that he emerges from the experience
2Emma Noland, The Six Point Record System and Its Use, (Con¬
vention Press, Nashville, Tennessee, I960) pp. 16-17.
3Author Flake, Building A Standard Sunday School. The Sunday
School Publishing Board, Nashville, Tennessee, 19J4,2, pp. 106-109.
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in some respects a different person from the person he -was before
the experience. This change is in the direction of an intensified
consciousness of God's presence irith him, a consciousness -which is
strengthened during -the worship experience, but which -tends to go
-with him in -various aspects of life. A sense of God's presence may
be only a comforting feeling of securi-ty in a changing world, or it
may be a real sharing of God's purposes for our o-wn lives and for
the building of a better world.
1. Some Benefits of Worship
a. Worship reveals higher values.
b. Worship brings ethical insights.
c. Worship aids in -the solution of problems.
d. Worship releases spiritual energies.
e. Worship renews zest for life.
f. Worship crea-tes a sense of fellowship for all men..
g. Worship is an effective means of Christian growth.^
When we -worship, we relax and place ourselves in a mood recep¬
tive -to suggestion. We become less tense so we can see the problem
more objectively. We feel -the need for more than our immedia-te
strength for -the solution, and gradually we begin -to feel that we
are not indi-viduals struggling alone, but that we are a part of "the
onr-golng process of the universe. God is working his purpose out
and we are a part of that purpose.
2. Worship and Christian Stewardship
Worship sus-tains a relation to Christian stewardship in the
following -ways:
Ullarie Cole Powell, Guiding The Experience of Worship (New
York: Abingdon Cokesbxiry Press, 1935^^, PP» iit-26.
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a. Worship leads to action.
b. Worship leads to dedication of self.
c. Worship leads to dedication of possessions— time, talents,
money, and energy.
3. Worship in the Church School
Worship in the church school sets the pace for what is to
follow. Worship, to be vital, must arise as often as possible,
out of activities in which all are engaged. We enter more heartily
and sincerely into worship if we understand the meaning of the
hymns, scripture, and responses, and if we have an appreciation for
the music or other art forms used in the worship service. Worship
may be carried on as study activities and as service activities.^
A worship service for the Sunday School should be prepared by
the leader in cooperation with the worship committee and with the
young people themselves. The leader should know from experience
what worship is, and should know something about the potentialities
and limitations of young worshippers.^
Age groups differ in biological readiness for quiet, serious
time. Five or six minutes is long enough for a worship service
for Kindergarten children. For juniors, fifteen or twenty minutes
is long enough. Junior highs and senior highs may be given thirty
^George A. Coe, What is Christian Education? (New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1929), pp. 122-123.
^elen M. Edidc, Toward Better Worship in the Church (Boston,
Mass.s The Pilgrim Press, 19^1)> pp. 15-16.
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minutes, with occasioiaal special services lasting forty-five minutes
or an hour.
li. Elements and Aids to Worship
a* Call to worship
The call to worship is a signal that we are now, as a group,
about to enter into the presence of God. It may be a scripture, ein
introit, poem or doxology. It marks the beginning of ascension
towards God.
b. Prayer
Prayer, according to T. Howard Patterson, in public worship,
"is an offering up of ourselves unto God for things agreeable to
his will, in the name of Christ, with confessions of our sins, and
thankful acknowledgement of his mercies. "
In a public worship service, whether in the regular worship
or in the Sunday School, the purely personal element must be made
subordinate. This is time also of the public prayers.
The public prayer should be brief and to the point. Long and
rambling prayers have no place in public worship services. The pub¬
lic prayer should lead the group into the presence of God. It should
be centered around the theme of the worship service.
Public prayer should be simple in language, true to the needs
of life, sho\xld be addressed to God, the Father, should express
reverence, praise, loyalty, rather than doubt and fear.
In his book entitled. Interpretations of Prayer, Dr. George A.
Buttrick says, "We want our young people to realize that all of life
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may be carried on in the spirit of worship, in recognition of man’s
dependence upon God, and in a sense of relationship to him."
The best way to teadi others the real meaning of prayer is to
help them in the practice of prayer. Sometimes it is helpful to
ask the pupils to name the things for which they would like the
leader to pray. These suggestions will help the leader to pray in
terms of actual needs and experiences of the group, and apply the
prayers to life situations and experiences.
We also help others to understand the meaning of prayer through
the use of mimeographed prayers. The prayer sentence set to music
can be another aid in teaching the meaning of prayer,
c. Music in Worship
Music is one of the most effective aids to worship. It breaks
across the bhrriers of race and color, it gives expression to the
deepest feelings of mankind. Selecting music for the church school
is not a matter of minor importance. The music for worship in any
department of the church should be of a reverent nature. It should
be expressive of courage and resolutions. Some suggested hjmms for
worship in the Sunday School are: "Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Al-
mighty," "Lord, Speak to Me That I May Speak," "0 Master, Let Me
Walk With Thee." I^unns should be selected in keeping with the theme
for the day, but not all hymns that harmonize with the theme of the
worship service should be used. A. W. Martin'gives three tests for
7a. W. Martin, Worship in the Sunday School, The Parthenon
Press, Nashville, Tennessee, 191^3^ pp* 37, 3*3, 39*
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a Sunday School irorship service:
First, can the persons who are going to sing this hymn mean
what the words say?
Second, are the words and music really good, and are they
suited to each other?
Third, can the members of the group sing this music without
strain?®
The leader of the music shorild never resort to cheap or dis¬
tracting methods to get people to sing.
Some "don’ts” to be observed by the leader of music are:
(1) "don’t" scold the school for not singing, (2) "don’t" tell
people it is their duty to sing, and (3) "don’t" resort to cheap
tricks to get people to sing.
According to A. W. Martin, there are at least three personal
qualifications of the leader of worship and of the pianist: First,
they should be devoted Christiansj second, they should have a working
knowledge of worship music; third, they should have the willingness
and the ability to work with others without friction,^
Good songs for the Church School may be found in all denomi¬
national hymnals. Denominational headquarters provide song books
®Ibid,, pp. 39, ho, lil.
^Ibid,
for all ages -with suitable poetry and music for the appreciation of
and abilities of each age grouping.
d. Scripture, Litany and Poetry
The Bible contains the best literature of devotion. Many parts
of the Scriptures may be used in a irorship service. The Bible is
the word of God to man, and no worship service is complete without
it. The Scriptures may be read by the leader, or it may be read
responsively. In either case it is both expressive and impressive*
For the call to worship, brief verses may be read or recited
at the opening of the service. Brief passages may be used during
the confession, and at the time of the offering.
The litany may be an aid to worship when presented as a series
of invocations or supplications with responses. The general theme
should always be kept in mind when making selections of Scriptures
and poetry.
The talk in a worship service, as well as the story, should
be in keeping with the theme. The purpose of the story is to bring
about concreteness, or a clearer understanding of the purpose of
the service, and a keener feeling of the spiritual content.
The story is always to be brief. The best way to learn to
tell stories is to tell them. Sources of good stories should be
available to the leader of worship. Good stories may be found in
books, magazines, newspapers, and in the lives of people. The
following are some suggested books eind materials for the story-tellerx
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The Way of the Story-Teller, Ruth Sawyerj J&ilghts of Service^
Bauaa 0. Bradshaw; The Practice of the Presence of God, Brother
Laurence.
e. The Offering
Scriptural passages may be given Just before receiving the
offering if the worship service is public. In the Sunday School
the offering should be taken in the classes by the class secre¬
taries in envelopes. The six point record system (already referred
to) is very helpful in encouraging the students to malce regular
contributions.
Wiether taken in groups or in class, the offering should be
dedicated. The dedication of the offering gives the contributors
the feeling that th^ are contributing to God and His cause in the
earth, that they are giving back to Him his own and thereby keeping
their stewardship obligations.
f. Audio-Visual
Pictures, slides and films can be used as aids, not only in
worship, but in teaching. There should always be one or more
well selected pictures on the walls.
Slides and films should always be used during the special
seasons of the year — Christmas, Easter, and Thanksgiving. Some
pictures that may well be used for classrooms and worship are:
"How A Shepherd Boy Helped A King;" "Mueller's Holy Night"; "Arrival
of the Shepherds".
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Good pictures may be secured from: Perry Picture Company,
Malden, Massachusetts; Art Extension Press, Inc., West Point,
Connecticut; Whitmore and Stone, 810 Broadway, Nashville, Tennessee.
g. Examples of Worship Services
The worship services that follow were planned in connection
with my course in. Worship In The Church School.
An Order of Worship for Young People
This service is designed to help young people in their quest
for God.
I. Quiet Meditation
For ten minutes this moming we will enter into our "secret
closet" and think of the goodness of God. Let us think about what
He has done for us. Let us think about His blessings—
(a) His spiritual blessings
(b) His physical blessings
(c) His general blessings
(d) His personal blessings
(e) Hymn: "Think of His Goodness to You"
(f) Scripture: Luke 12: 2^32
II. Remember all that God has done for you
(a) Think of his love
(b) Think of his grace
(c) Think of his mercy
(d) Think of your parents and your friends
(e) Think of your church and its ministers
17III.Think About What you will do for Him
(a) Give Him yourselves
(b) Give Him your talents
(c) Give Him some of your time
(d) Contribute to His cause cheerfully and regularlyIV.Entrust yourself to His care. Put your heart and mind at
rest in the sure knowledge that all life is in His hands.V.Closing Prayer
0 Eternal God, whose majesty overwhelms us and whose
fatherly concern touches usj without Thee we are empty and
inconqjletej without thy power we are exceedingly weakj without
thy care we are helplessj without thy forgiveness we perish
through our sinsj without thy love life holds no joyj without
thy presence we labor in vain. Give us a consciousness of
thy presence that we may continue with confidence and courage.
Amen.
Hymn: "0 For A Faith That Will Not Shrink**.
A Worship Service for the Junior Division
Theme: God's Love for all People
Processional: "Holy, Holy, Holy"
Call to Worship: "I perceive that God is no respector of persons;
but in every nation he hath feareth God and worketh righteousness
is accepted with Him*'.
Musical Response: "Into My Heart"
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Offering: Let us give our offering now. And as we give, let us
remember the mar^ ways our gifts help to care for the expenses of
our chvirch. The lights, the water, the heat, o\ir song books, our
choir directors and our minister are all taken care of through our
offerings. Then, too, some of the money we give through our Siinday
School is used to help provide food and clothing for children all
over the world who are not as fortunate as you.
Prayer: 0 Lord, we thank thee that thou hast provided us with food
to eat and clothes to wear. ¥e thank Thee for our church and Sunday
School. We thank Thee that thou has put it into our hearts to give
that through our gifts others might be happy, and that Thy cause
might prosper in the earth. Consecrate, we pray, not only offering,
but ourselves. Amen.
Offertory Response: ”We Give Thee But Thine Own”
Story: The Colors That were Left Out
A very beautiful church building had been erected, but the
building committee felt that before the congregation enters the
building for worship, a mural (painting or picture) should be placed
in the church. The church agreed, and authorized the committee to
get an artist to do the Job. The artist made a beautiful picture
of Christ blessing little children. After completing the Job, as
he thought, the artist went to bed anxiously waiting the return of
the committee the next morning. While asleep that night he dreamed
that he went down to his shop and saw a man with a brush in his hand
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going over his painting. He said to the stranger: "You have spoiled
my picture. Look what you have donel A committee is ccming this
morning to take a look at it, and look what you have done." The stran¬
ger replied: "I didn’t spoil it, you spoiled it. Who told you that
all UQT children were white? I have mai^ children in this worldj
some are brown, some aire yellow, some are blade and some are red*
Scripture: Acts 10: 30-3U*
Prayer: 0 God, our Father, and creator of all men: help us to love
all people as Thou dost love us. As we go from this place may we
do so in the spirit of Him who loved us, and gave His life for us.
Amen.
Let us sing: "In Christ There is No East or West"
Recessional: Praise Him! Praise Himl
An Anniversary Prayer Service
Theme: "Christian Stewardship"
(Music from the Service Hymnal)
The Opening I^min: "We Praise Thee, 0 God" # UiO
The Call to Worship: "All the tithe of the land, whether the seed
of the land, or the fruit of the tree, is the Lord’s: it is holy
\mto the Lord." (Leviticus 27:30)
Response: "Fill Me Now" #121
Music: "Take Time to be Holy" # 21^8
Offertory: One of the vrays we show oiir Christian Stewardship is
by giving. The gifts we make in our anniversary service this week
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will be used to make some needed repairs around our church, to send
delegations to our association, to help pay our quota for Christian
education, and to help purchase new windows for our auditorium. Let
us give liberally and cheerfully, praying for the cause to which we
make our gifts.
The Offertory Response: "Saviour, Thy Ikying Love" #2ii3
Prayer: 0 God, our Eternal Father, we praise and bless Thy name
for the Christian church in the world. We thank Thee for our church
through which we can express OTir many talents and abilities. May
we always be thankful for the opportunities that our church provides
for our spiritual and mental development. Grant that we may use
these opportunities to the glory and honor of Thy name. Amen.
Scriptural passages read by six persons who have been previously
selected.
Leader: The faithful steward recognizes that all we are and all
we have belong to God.
First Reader: The earth is the Lo3:^i's and the fullness thereof;
the world, and they that dwell therein. (Psalm 2kt 1).
I have redeemed thee, I have called thee by my name; thou
art mine." (Isaiah ii3: 1).
Leader: The faithful steward recognizes that we are responsible for
making accessible to the world the riches of the manifold
grace of God.
Second Reader: It is required in stewardship that a man be found
faithful. (1st Corinthians It: 2).
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Leader: A faithful steward will be faithful in honoring the Lord
with one-tenth of his increase.
Third Reader: Bring ye all the tithes into my storehouse, that
there may be meat in my house. (Malachi 10a)*
Leader: A faithful steward will be systematic in bringing his
tithes to God’s house.
Fourth Reader: Upon the first day of the week let every one of you
lay by him in store, as God has prospered him. (1st Corin¬
thians 16: 2).
Leader: The faithful steward will testify to the goodness of God
through his attitude in bringing his tithe to the Lord.
Fifth Reader: He which soweth sparingly shall reap also sparingly;
and he which soweth bountifully shall reap also bountiful¬
ly. Let every man according as he purposeth in his heart,
so let him give; not grudgingly, or of necessityi for God
loveth a cheerful giver (II Corinthians 9:6, ?)•
Leader: The faithful steward has the assurance that he will not
want any good thing.
Sixth Reader: God is able to make all grace abound toward you;
that you, always having all sufficiency in all things, may
abound to every good work. (II Corinthians 9*8, 10, 11),
Music: "Jesus Calls Us" #302
Closing Prayer:
Grant, 0 God, that we, as faithful stewards of thine may
place all that we have and all that we are on the altar
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of sacrifice. May we go forth to demonstrate Thy love and
care for all men. Amen.
The Baptist Training Union - B.T.U.
The name of this department was changed several years ago
from B.Y.P.U., Baptist Young People's Union, to B.T.U., Baptist
Training Union. This change was made in order to make it clear
that the Training Union includes all age levels. The B.T.U. con¬
sists of several Unions: Adult Union, Senior Union, Intermediate
Union and Jvinior Union. The purpose of the Training Union is to
train chiorch memibers, its mission, ordinances, discipline and doc-
trinesj and to give instruction in the scriptures, the distinctives
of the church, the tenents of Protestantism, and to train its ment-
bers for leadership positions in the church.
In the Training Union we have groups instead of classes, and
group leaders instead of teachers as we have in the Sunday School.
Each Union consists of one or more groups. All members of the
respective groups are expected to appear on program at least once
per month. To appear on program means to speak on a topic which is
assigned by the group leader one week in advance. Each Union is
expected to present a special program periodically. The Baptist
Training Union is the church training for leadership.
Grading in the Baptist Training Union:
The B.T.U. is graded as follows:
The Junior B.T.U., ages 9-12
The Intermediate B.T.U., ages 13-16
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The Senior B.T.U., ages 17-25
The B.A.U., ages 25 and above
The story hour for children below nine who are present with
their parents, is not required, but is highly recommended. ^Thile
Second Bethel Church has all of the groups recommended, the attend¬
ance of the B.T.U. is far from what it should be. This, to me, is
a challenge to both pastor and congregation.
E. Leadership Education Classes
Second Bethel Baptist Chxirch takes advantage of the leadership
education courses which are offered through our National Department
of Religious Education under the auspices of the National Council
of Religious Education*
In order to offer these courses for credits, the school has
to be accredited and the teachers certified by the National Depart¬
ment of Religious Education. The lesson plans of the teacher must
be submitted to the national council through the state Department
of Religious Education. A director's manual is required for use by
the dean or director of the school, and a leader's guide is required
for the teachers. Covirse cards are issued to all persons who coia-
plete the course. First, Second and Third series courses are
offered. The numbers of the first series course are followed by
"a", and the second by "b".
The following is an outline of a coxirse offered by Second
Bethel Baptist Church,
2hI.Courses The Meaning of Church Membership
Aims To create a better understanding of protestantism, and
to bring about a deeper appreciation for the contri¬
butions made by its various branches to total Christian
community, and to inspire pupils to seek a greater
knowledge of our denomination, its tenets, ordinances,
covenant and objectives.
Outlines
I, The Church was established by Jesus (Ephesians
A. The Church - A divine institution (Matthew I6sl8).
B. The great commission given to the church (Matthew-
28 s 19, 20).II.The Membership of the Church (Acts 2sU7)-
A. Conversion - first requirement (Acts 2:38-Ul)
B. Unredeemed church membership (Matthew 7:21-23)
C. New Testament meaning of the chizrch (Corinthians
16: 1; II Corinthians 8:1; Revelation l:ii)III.Ordinances of the Missionary Baptist Church - Some
denominations differ (Matthew 3:16-17, 26:26-29)
A. Baptism (Romans 6:ii)
B. The Lord’s Supper (Matthew 26: 26-28; 1 Corin¬
thians 11:23-28)IV.The Democracy of the Church (Acts 11:26)
1. All members have equal rights (Romans 12: l|-5)
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2. Priesthood of all believers (I Peter 2:5)
3. Ground of our freedom (John 8: 32)V.The Fellowship of the Church ( I Corinthians 16: 19-20)
1. Christian fellowship superlative ( I John 3: 14)
2. Strength through Christian Fellowship (Galatians 6:10)VI.The Covenant of the Church ( I Corinthians 16: 19-20)
1* Our duties to the church
2. Our personal lives and habits
3. Our duties to othersVII.What You can do Through Your Church
1. Cooperate with other Christians in Christian work and
fellowship.
2. Give that the cause may grow.
3* Witness that others may be won
4. Teach that others may be transformed
5. Sacrifice that Christ may be served
Text:
Vanness, I.J., Training in Church Manbership, The Simday School
Board, Southern Baptist Convention, Nashville, Tennessee, 1936.
III. FIELD TORK
Field Work in Teaching
To give in detail all the lessons I taught in my field work
in teaching at Second Bethel Baptist Church would not be practical^
therefore, I shall mention Just a few of them as samples:
In teaching a unit on the Bible I dealt with the Bible as the
word of Godj the Bible as a libraryj the Bible as literature^ the
Bible as poetry, and the main and general divisions of the Bible.




Subject: The Bible - The Word of God
Purpose:
To guide my pupils into a more careful and fruitful study of
the Bible, and to help them develop appreciation for its contents
and value.
Approach:
I assume that all of you have read the Bible at one time or
another in your life. Have you ever asked yourself, what is the
Bible? Perhaps, all of you would like to answer at the same time,
but let us hear Just one at a time.
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Why do you read the Bible? Do you have a definite plan for
reading it?
Development:
I. The Inspiration of the Bible
a. Holy men -wrote as they were inspired.
b. The Bible claims for itself inspiration.
c. The Bible — a record of God's revelation.
II. Why We Believe the Bible is God's Word
a. Its effect upon our cul-ture,
b. Its effect upon men and nations.
c. It inspires me.
d. Its marvelous fulfillment.
Conclusion:
We have said that the Bible is the -word of Godj that "we read
it for enlightenment, for guidance, for inspiration, and information.
We have also said that the "whole of -western culture is satu¬
rated -with the Bible." It is used on all levels of life.
Some of the verses of the Bible are used more than others.
Can you -think of some of the most frequently used verses of
the Bible?
Do you have a favori-be Scripture?
Where is it foTind?
Why does this Scripture appeal to you?
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Application:
The Bible is the record of the marvelous way that God has
dealt with men throughout the centuries. When we read it , then
we should do so with receptive minds and obedient hearts.
Let us close by finishing this verse: "Thy word will I hide
in my heart . . . ." Yes, this is the response we should give to
what God s^s to us in the Bible, which is his word.




Student; Enoch D. Davis
Instructor: Mrs. Carrie L. George
Subject: The Bible - A Library
Purpose:
To help my pupils understand that the Bible is not only
a book - it is a collection of books - a library that contains many
books.
Approach:
In our last lesson we learned that the Bible is the word of
God — that it is the record of God’s revelation of his will to
men. To the question, "What is the Bible?", you gave the following
answers: "The word of God." "The word of inspirations." "A guide
for men to go by." Today we shall look more closely at the Bible
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as one book which contains many books.
How many of you have seen a library?
In what ways do you think the Bible resembles a library?
Development:
A library usually contains many books of many different kinds.
If it is a good library, you may find books on history, poetry,
literature. Science, Philosophy, religion, and mary other subjects.
The Bible contains sixty-six books which were written over
many hundreds of years by a great number of writers.
I. Divisions of the Bible
a. Main divisions
b. General divisions
We have said that the Bible has two main divisions. Can anyone
tell me what they are?
Xes, the Old Testament and the New Testament are the two main
divisions of the Bible.
II. First Main Division of the Bible
Not only does the Bible consist of two main divisions — Old
Testament and New Testament, but each of these main divisions is
divided into what we call general divisions. We will start with
the Old Testament because the Old Testament is first.
A, General Divisions of the Old Testament










So dividing the prophetic books into major and minor, we have five
divisions of the Old Testament.
Conclusion:
We have seen that the Bible is a very human book — a library,
a collection of books. It contains reflections of every human
interest — religious, history, poetry, law, and prophecy. We shall
observe God's unfolding of his divine plan as we take up each general
division of the Old Testament separately.
Application:
Next we shall take up the first general divisions of the Old
Testament. Come prepared to name the books of law of the Old Testa¬
ment in the order in which they are given, and point out specific
passages in whidi laws are given.
Field Work in Teaching
A Unit on prayer for An Adult Class











Adoration - An Element of Prayer
Thanksgiving - An Element of Prayer
Confession - An Element of Prayer
Petition - An Element of Prayer
Coumitment - An Element of Prayer
Intercession - An Element of Prayer
Trust - An Element of Prayer
Session One
Subject: What is Prayer?
Purpose:
(1) To explore with niy pupils their meanings of prayer.
(2) To give a definition of prayer that will be meaningful
for them.
Approach;
Will you please open your Bibles to what we call the Lord’s
Prayer; read it slowly, silently, and individually.
Now let us all read it in unison slowly and meditatively.
Now I will read it orally. What is prayer?
The Bible is the great religious classic of the world, and prayer
is one of the highest exercises of religion. There are many prayers
recorded in the Bible; they were prayed by all kinds of people under
many different conditions and circumstances. In the next few weeks
we shall examine some of idle prayers in search for their significance
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for the time in which they were offered, and their relevance for
our time.
Development:
Now that you have listened to the model prayer, the prayer that
Jesus taught his disciples, can you give a definition for prayer?
■fJhat are some of the times when you are most likely to pray?
I. Prayer Defined
a. Prayer is the soul and essence of religion
b. Prayer is intercourse with an ideal companion
c. Prayer is conversation with God
II. Elements of Prayer
Genuine prayer has several elementsj can you name some of them?








Look again at the model prayer and see how many of these elements
you will find. Now look at the Lord's Prayer in the seventeenth
chapter of St» John and see if you can find other elements.
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III. Some Prayers of the Bible
a. Joshua's Disappointment (Joshua 7: 7-9)
b. David's prayer after the famine ( II Samuel 21: 1 )
c. When a great decision was to be made (Acts 1:21;)
d. In time of battle (I Samuel lU: 6; Numbers 10:35)
Conclusion:
For the next few weeks we shall continue our study of prayer—
taking up one element in each class session.
Vfhile our main source will be the Bible, we will also read
prayers from other great books, and will write some prayers ourselves.
Application:
Prayer assumes the existence of God. It does not debate the
relation of natural law to the ultimate will of God.
Field Work in Teaching
February 30, 196Ii
Second Bethel Baptist Church
St. Petersburg, Florida
Student: Enoch D. Davis
Instructor: Mrs. Carrie L. George
Subject: Adoration - An Element of Prayer
Purpose:
(1) To help my pupils to understand the meaning and place of
adoration as an element of prayer.
(2) To examine our own prayers in the light of the prayers
of adoration found in the Bible.
Approach:
In our last session we talked about what prayer is; we also
listed seven elements of prayer and said that we would take up
the first element in otir session today. How many of you can tell
what that element is?
Let us now turn to t^min number 57 in. the Service Hymnal —
"Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee," and read it together. This hymn
is a good example of adoration. For many of us who would ascribe




a. Adoration is the act of adoring; it is worship; reverent
and fervent homage or love; it means to regard with utmost respect
and love.
b. Recognition of God's holiness. When we have become
aware of God's holiness we are then ready to say "give me." We
will feel constrained to say, "forgive me, lead me, deliver me."
It is impossible to pray honestly, "Thy will be done until we recog¬
nize and adcnowledge the holiness of God's will.
Can you think of any prayers you have heard or read that
begin with adoration?
How do you begin your prayers?
3$II.Elements of Adoration as Found in the Bible
a. Exaltation (Matthew 11:25)
b. The high priestly prayer (John 17: 1)
c. Creator of all things (Acts 17:2U)
d. Immortal, eternal, invisible (I Timothy 1:17)
III.Conclusion:
Let us turn again to hymn number 57 in the Service I^rmnal
and sing one stanza as we bring this class session to a close—
"Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee."IV.Now that we have ascribed to God uniqueness, holiness, and
reverence, will take up the next element in oxir next class
session, "Thanksgiving."
IV. FIELD WORK IN ADMINISmTION
A. Pastoral Activities
My field -work in Administration at the Second Bethel Baptist
Church, St. Petersburg, Florida involved a veiriety of experiences
and activities including preaching, teaching, conducting conferences,
orders of worship, directing financial campaigns, organizing com¬
mittees and speaking at integrated worship services.
Second Bethel Church conducts two worship services on Sunday
mornings — one at 8:30 and the other at 11:00. The 8:30 service
is followed by the Sunday School from 9:30 until 10:1:5. The 8:30
worship service replaces the evening worship service, except on
the first Sunday nights when the Lord's Supper is administered.
The second, third, foiorth, and fifth Sunday nights are used
by the Program, Social Action, Forum, Youth and Children's Activi¬
ties aiKi the Educational Committees for special services uriiich
are planned in advance for a period of not less than six months.
In addition to conducting the two major worship services at
8:30 and 11:00 o'clock, I speak at cafeterias twice a month to
integrated groups of employees. This provision has been made for
workers who are tmable to attend services in their churches on
Sundays.
I gave the foiurth word at the Evangelical United Brethren's
Church, an all-white congregation, on Good Friday. Two members of
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our congregation gave a duet during my twenty-five minute period.
The Sunday Night Forums and Panels are designed to keep our
membership and our total constituency informed on social, political,
and moral trends; new legislations of general interest, and of
particular interest to minority groups.
Family Night Services are held periodically under the sponsor¬
ship of the Committee of Christiem Family Life. The members of
all families are requested to attend these sejrvices and sit together.
A prize is given to the family having the highest number in atten¬
dance. The program for these services consist of a brief devotional
service and an address by an expert on family life. This person is
usually from the Children'and Family Life Council. After the speech
the audience is divided into groups. Each group is lead by a Social
Worker or a Professional Counselor who seirves as consultant. The
address of the main speaker is discussed by all groups. A worker
takes notes on questions raised by members of each group, and
presents them to the panel of experts during the reassembly. Each
question is dealt with on its own merit without revealing the name
of the person who submitted it. The questions are mimeographed
and kept for future usage. These questions reveal needs with which
the minister and church should deal in the preaching and teaching
programs of the church.
Calendar of Special Events
January 12 Forum (Brotherhood in charge)
January 12 Missionary Day (Missionary Society in charge)
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January 27-31 Youth Week Activities (Youth and Children’s








Race Relations Day Services - 7 P. M. (Committee
on Social Actions in charge)
Program (Education Committee in charge)
Brotherhood Sunday (The Brotherhood in charge)
Featured Speakers
8:30 William 0. Harris, Minister
11:00 Lamar Clements, Executive Secretary, United
Chvirches
7:00 P.M. Panel (Brotherhood)
Forum (Forum Committee in Charge)













Family Night Service (Committee on Christian Family
Life)
SteTivardship and Christian Vocations Committee Night
(Film)
Youth Service (Youth Council in Charge)




Children’s Day Program (Education Committee, Youth
and Children's Activities Committee in charge)
Father’s Day Program (Brotherhood in charge)
Student's Recognition Night (Education Committee
in charge)
Youth Week Observance
Second Bethel Baptist Church observed Annual Youth Week Monday,
January 27, Friday, January 31> 196U - 8 P.M., Wayne Joseph,
Youth Minister
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SECOND BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Observes ANNUAL YOUTH WEEK
Monday, January 27 - Friday,
January 31, 196U 8:00 PM








Rev. Enoch D. Davis, Minister
Wayne Joseph, Youth Minister
Theme: Christian Youth of Today -
Leaders of Tomorrow
PROOIAM
Monday, January 27, 8:00 PM
lynette James, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL No. 36k
”God of Our Fathers”
(Audience Standing)
CALL TO WORSHIP: ”Let no man despise thy youth; but be thou an
example of the believers, in Trord, in conver¬


























MUSIC Youth and Melody Choirs
Second Bethel Church
HYMN OF INVITATION No. 172
"Just As I Am"









Tuesday, January 28 8:00 P.M.
Joseph Walker, Presiding
CALL TO WORSHIP: "In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall
direct thy paths."
HYMN (Audience standing) No. 350
PRAYER
SCRIPTURE







INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER Rose Stephens
SPEAKIR Rev. Wa. Smith
MUSIC









Wednesday, January 29 8:00 P.M.
Wayne Joseph, Presiding
HYMN No. 3U9
"I Would Be True"
CALL TO WORSHIP: "God is able to make all grace abound toward
you; that ye, always having all sufficiency in
all things, may abound to every good work." II Cor
TEN MINUTE PRAYER SERVICE
OFFERING Trustees
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER Virginia Evans
SPEAKER Mr. Leonard
Principal, Palmetto Elementary School Stimmers
HYMN OF DISCIPLESHIP No. 172
REMARKS
BENEDICTION
"Just As I Am"
(verses 1 and 5» audience standing)
Rev. Enoch Davis
Youth Minister




"Open My E^es That I May See"
"0 give thanks unto the Lord, for he is
goodj for his mercy endureth forever."
No.
1^2



























HYMN OF DISCIPLESHIP No. 172
FILM "Teenage Crusade"
(After film retire to Fellowship Hall, without conversing
for recreation and refreshments).
RECREATION directed by Mr. Joseph Johnson, Principal, Campbell
Park School.
DISMISSAL
B* Mission and Evangelism
The Mission Society is a department of the church consisting
of dedicated women who are concerned about their spiritual growth
and the moral and spiritual development of the entire church member¬
ship. These women are concerned about the missionary task at home
and abroad. The society seeks to enlist all women, young people,
and children who want to live and work for Christ* The Organization¬
al Pattern of the Missionary Society consists of circles and the
young matron's auxiliary, both types of whidi have the following
general officers: President, Associate or Vice-President, Secretary,
and Treasurer. There are six adult circles, five of which are named
for worthy individuals who have made pronounced contributions to the
cause of Missions: The Mozell Circle, The Mary Lukes Circle, The
Alice Roberts Circle, The Lula Williams Circle, The Katie Davis
Circle, and the Ruth Circle. The young people and children are orgein-
ized into the Young Matrons, Red Circle, Crusader Boys, and Sunshine
Band. The Circles meet weekly or semi-monthly. All Circles meet
together monthly for general meetings of the Society. Each Circle
is a xmit of the Mission Society. The president of the general
mission department is not a member of any circle, but visits all
circles periodically in their respective meetings and keeps them in¬
formed of the Society's programs and projects.
By addition to the circles there is the Yotxng Matrons Auxiliaiy.
Axij young person from date of marriage to age thirty-five is eligible
for membership in the Young Matrons Auxiliary. The Junior Red Circle
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for girls consists of girls 12, 13 and lU years of age. The Senior
Red Circle for girls 1U> 16 and 17 years of age. The Sunshine Band
is composed of girls and boys between the ages k and 9. The last
Sunday in January (the beginning of Youth Week) is General Promotion
Day.
Some of the objectives of the Missionary Society are:
1. Personal Service
2. Visiting





7. Supporting Home Missions
8. Supporting Foreign Missions
9. Supporting Christian Education
The guides for the Mission Society, which is the official guide
for Societies that are affiliated with the Women’s Convention,
Auxiliary of the National Baptist Convention, U.S.A., Inc. contains
well planned programs that may be used in the meetings. The following
is suggested with regard to the conduct of meetings:
1. Begin on time and close on time.
2. Have a real spiritual message in the devotional period.
Make it brief, concise, and to the point.
3. Select songs appropriate to the themes. Make use of
Missionary hymns. Have special music when possible.
k» Have a special session of prayer,
3. Make use of program topics.
Committee on Membership and Evangelism
After conducting a course in Leadership Development, using for
our text: Better Leaders for Your Church by Weldon Crossland, Second
Bethel combined its Committee on Membership with a newly created
conmittee on Evangelism and gave this committee the name - Membership
and Evangelism* The church adopted the purpose as given by Crossland,
page 79: ”To win converts to Christ and to manbership in his church
and to recall inactive church manbers to a renewed loyalty to the
Master."
Some duties of this committee are: "To assemble the names of
those who are prospects for the Christian life and for membership
in the Church," Members of this committee are to call on all pro¬
spects in an effort to win them. "They are to participate in the
planning of evangelistic services, assist in planning evangelistic
visitations, and to assist the minister in training new members in
the Christian way of life and in church membership." This committee
helps to plan for cottage prayer services during the evangelistic
campaigns.
The Committee on Membership and Evangelism also seeks to
reactivate indifferent and inactive members.
Statement of Policy on Delinquent Members
Any adult member of Second Bethel Baptist Church under sixty
years of age, in reasonably good health, who fails to attend the
worship services or participate in the communion, or who fails to
make any financial contribution to the church for a period of ninety
■^^eldon Crossland, Better Leaders for Your Church. Abingdon
Press, Nashville, Tennessee, p. 79.
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days irithout a reasonable excuse, becomes a delinquent member.
Delinquent members will be dealt with in the following manner:
1. After thirty-days (30) of none attendance, and/or none
communion, none participation and none contribution,
said delinquent member will be visited by the committee
on delinquent members who will seek to restore him to
the full fellowship of the chxu’ch,
2. If the covenant-breaker fails to respond favorably to the
visit of the committee, after the expiration of thirty
(30) days of delinquency he will be sent a letter number
one from the church, signed by the Clerk of the church,
3* After sixty (60) days of delinquency - all previous
efforts having been fruitless, delinquent member will
be sent letter number two.
i|. If after ninety (90) days of delinquency, said member
still persists in violation of his voluntarily accepted
covenant obligations to the church, he will be summoned
to appear before the chvirch in its monthly business
meeting to face the charge of delinquency. The summon,
signed by the Clerk of the church, will be sent by the
committee on delinquent members.
If delinquent member fails to respond favorably to the
summons without a Justifiable excuse, the church reserves
the prerogative to exclude him from its membership. Ex¬
cluded members will be notified of their exclusion by the
Secretary of the church.
Statement of Policy on Chxirch Membership
WHEREAS it is the belief of the membership and minister of
Second Bethel Baptist Church that segregation in religion is con¬
trary to the principles and teachings of Jesus Christ, and that to
sanction any form of religious segregation because of race consti¬
tutes repudiation of the will of Godj and
WHEREAS the World Council of Churches of Christ in America has
renounced the pattern of segregation in race relationa as tinnecessary
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and Tindesirable and a violation of the gospel of love and human
brotherhood; and
WHEREAS the practice of segregation was wholly unknovm to the
early Church, and on the day of Pentecost they were all together,
"with one accord in one place"; and
WHEREAS we feel that local practices of segregation based on
race are in conflict with universal and divine principles, and
WHEREAS we believe that it is the moral responsibility of the
Christian Church to create and perpetuate an atmosphere conducive
to unrestricted incorporation of pure and complete fellowship con¬
sistent with the goals of the Christian Religion. Therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the Second Bethel Baptist Church go on record
as disapproving all types of discrimination and segregation in the
Christian Church, and declare its doors open to all people regardless
of race, color or nationality who will subscribe to the Articles of
Faith to which we subscribe, and who will give evidence of faith in
the atoning work of Jesus and submit to the regulations of the Church-
which regulations we believe to be based on the scriptures. We be¬
lieve that the prerequisite of church membership should never be
one's race.
Having set forth our beliefs in written form, we wish it to
be known now and forever that no person shall ever be denied member¬
ship on the basis of race or under other discriminatory pretext.
For those who may be desirous of knowing the reasons for our
making knovm to the general public our stand on segregation in
religion, these are times when it is urgent that the Christian
Church assert itself not in token observance, but by unswerving,
genuine examples of the rock upon which God's Church was built.
C. Church Financing
Second Bethel Church finances its program, in the main, through
subscriptions, tithes, and free-will offerings. Members of the
church who do not tithe are requested to subscribe to the church's
budget in proportion to their income and their general circumstances.
This is done by having all adult members with incomes to sign a pledge
card either individually or for the entire family. In addition to
the methods of income given above, the church observes some special
days on which funds are raised to supplaaent its budgetj for example.
Woman's Day, which is observed in Marchj Men's Day, which is observed
in Novemberj and the church's anniversary, which is observed in
October.
The subscription method calls for extensive organization and
canvassing, of which the following is description:
The plan of operation calls for a general chairman,
a general committee, a proposals chairman, a resoxirces chair¬
man, a publicity chairman, an advanced pledges chairman, and
an organizational chairman.
1. The General Chairman
Building the organization begins with naming a general
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chairman. The general chairman is named by the pastor
and recommended to the official board. He is selected
twelve or more weeks before the canvas begins.
The chairman must be one whose loyalty is unquestioned,
and who is willing to give many hours to the task. If he
is a man of financial means, he will find it easier to get
the support of other persons of means.
Some of the functions of the general chairman are as
follows: (a) to select assistants, (b) to allocate duties
and to supervise their performance, (c) to give needed
counsel and encouragement, (d) to receive reports and see
that records are kept, (e) to follow through to completion.
2, The General Committee
The general comaittee consists of the chainnan of
all subcommittees.
3« The Proposals Chairman
The proposals chairman directs the thinking of the
committee in formulating a challenging program by making
a list of the needs of the congregation. His committee
includes representatives from several church organiza¬
tions ~ the trustees, deacons board, board of education,
Sunday School, Baptist Training Union, and men's, women's
and youth organizations. The duty of the proposals com¬
mittee is to discover the needs and opportunities of the
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church, both in its local program and its world-iri-de
ministry.
li. The Resources Chairman
With the aid of his committee, the chairman of the
resources committee, determines how far the church might
expect to go in reaching its goal. This committee seeks
to discover prospective irorkers and tries to detennine
the giving ability of the church through estimating the
ability of each member to give.
All records of the church which aid this committee
in determining the church's potential are turned over to
them. They must know the previous record of the giving
of each member, the number in ea'ch family, the number
employed and the approximate income.
5. The Publicity Chairman
The duty of the publicity chairman is to see that full
and complete infonnation is passed along to all church
members. The chainnan, together with his committee, will
see that all forms, letters and supplies are prepared
beforehand.
6. The Advanced Pledges Chairman
The advanced pledges chairman is one who is in position
to make one of the highest subscriptions. He must be able
to approach other substantial givers and all church leaders.
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He gets a list of the names of those who are in position
to give in the highest brackets and calls upon them in
advance to the general visitation.
7. The Organization Chairman
The organization chairman is responsible for a sufficient
number of visitors to ensure that each home is called upon.
He is also responsible for training the visitors in the art
of conducting a sales interview.
The campaign may be for one, two or three years.
Ideas came from the book, New Techniques for Chixrch Fund
Raising, Othniel A. Pendleton, Jr., McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., Nevf York, 1955*
The Deacons and Trustees of Second Bethel Church took a short
course in Institutional Financing through the Extension Department
of the University of Florida during which time the above text was
usedj and as a result the plan mentioned above is currently in effect
at the Second Bethel Church.
D. The Churches Ministry of Music
1. The Music Committee — Its Function and Scope
The Music Committee is representative of the men and women,
boys and girls of the church who appreciate both music and liturgy.
It is the responsibility of the Music Conmittee to see that
there is a choir, (or that there are choirs), and that the choirs
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have the physical properties necessary for their workj that there are
suitable instruments for the services^ that financial resources are
provided for music, vestments, organists, choir directors and singers.
The Music Committee is a functioning executive between the
church, or its official board and the choirs. It has the authority
to hire sudi professional musicians as are authorized by the church.
It also makes recommendations concerning the type of choirs to be
used, whether a quartet, chancel choir, or a larger program using
graded choirs throughout the church.
The Music Committee of Second Bethel Church consists of a chair¬
man, a representative from the church, and a representative from
each of the choirs in the church.
The minister is ex-officio member of the committee and tries
to keep abreast of what is going on in the music department. As the
minister is directly in charge of every service of worship, he
passes on the hymn selections and works with the directors in selecting
hymns for special occasions, as well as regular worship services,
2. The Music Staff
The music staff is not to be confused with the Music Committee.
The music staff consists of all the employed persons in the music
program and also vol-unteers t^o are responsible for the training of
choirs and playing the musical instruments for the worship services
including the Sunday and mid-week services, as well as the Sunday
School and the Baptist Training Union,
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The music staff holds periodic meetings to discuss methods and
problems relative to the total music program of the church. It makes
a thorough study of the hymnals of the church in search for new
approptiate music for all occasions and services of worship. It also
discusses the conditions of instruments, the needs of the organists,
directors and choirs, and submits recommendations to the Music Com¬
mittee.
3. The Choir Director
According to Austin Lovelace and William C. Rice, Music and
Worship in the Church, the music director, who is directly respon¬
sible for the music in the church, "must be dedicated to his work,
whether he is full-time or part-time. He must be a sincere Christian.
His effectiveness depends on:
1. His ability
2. The amount of time he can give
3. His personal interest and dedication to the Kingdom
U. The environment in which he must work.
The director must be dependable under all circumstances. He can¬
not expect more out of his singers than he himself demonstrates. He
shotild have some training in church administration, church history,
theology, worship and Christian education.
^^Austin Lovelace and William C. Rice, Music and Worship in the
Church, Abingdon Press, Nashville, Tennessee, i960, p. 52.
Loren R, Williams, Graded Choir Handbook, page 19, says.
”The choir director must be a person of unquestionable Christian
character. He should possess a pleasing personality along with
the essential q^lalities of patience, friendliness, tact, and con-
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sideration of others.
If the director has a strong Christian personality his musi¬
cians will be more attentive, responsive and responsible because
they respect him as a person. Problems of discipline, attendance,
diligence and reliability will be solved with relative ease by the
director who has the respect of the people with whom he works.
i(. Graded Choirs
Second Bethel Church has only five choirs — Siinbeam Choir,
ages five through eight yearsj Melody Choir, ages eight and one-half
through twelve and one-half yearsj Intermediate Choir, ages twelve
and one-half through fifteen and one-half yearsj B. V. Lester Choir
which is open to adults, all agesj and the Chancel Choir, ages
sixteen years up*
The Chancel Choir sings in the eleven o'clock worship services
of the church, and also in many of the integrated services tmder the
auspices of United Chiirches of Saint Petersburg, and makes occasional
radio and television appearances.
3*2Loren R. Williams, Graded Choir Handbook^ Convention Press,
Nashville, Tennessee, 1958, p* 1^*
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The B. V. Lester Choir sings in the eight-thirty services of
the church.
The Intermediate and Melody Choirs sing on youth days, and
special children's activities.
This, tre realize is not an ideal graded situation, and may be
improved in keeping -ffith a graded choir program as suggested by
Loren R. Williams, Graded Choir Handbook, pages eleven, twelve and
thirteen, "The graded choir should be chxrrch centered, church directed,
church controlled and church financed as a part of the total church
music ministry." The church should recognize the graded choir plan
as an educational procedure having objectives higher than merely
the increase of church attendance. It grows Christian musicians and
a musical church.
Loren R. Williams offers the following plan of (a*ganization
for a graded choirs program.
1. Beginners music activities four and five year olds
2. Primary choir, ages six through eight
3. Junior choir, ages nine through twelve
i^. Intermediate choir, ages thirteen through sixteen
5. Young people's choir, ages sixteen through twenty-four
6. Church choir, adults and sometimes young people whose
voices are sufficiently developed.
In some larger churches there are separate groups for men and
women in addition to the graded choirs.
7. Men's choir, composed of men and boys of yoTing people's
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age and above*
8* Women's choir, composed of advanced intermediate, young
TO
people, and adults*
^3ibid*, pp. 11, 12, 13, lii*
1, BUILDING THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
A program of Christian education in the local chxirch should
begin with the appointment of a Board of Christian Education. The
duties and responsibilities of the Board have already been discussed.
The Board of Christian Education in connection with the official
board of the church shOTild, if the budget of the church will permit,
recommend a Director of Christian Education to direct the total
educational program.
A. Study of Age Level Needs
Children, young people and adults have needs according to their
age levels with which we must be acquainted in order to adequately
meet thou. Every teacher needs to know the people with whom he works.
Two means of getting to know these unique individuals are through
case studies and records.
One must know the child's capacities, personality, and interest
in order that learning activities may be geared toward their needs,
and problems may be brought to view and solved. A case stuc^y is
a means of finding out what the problems eirej records are the means
by which one remains cognizant of these problems and needs,
Luella Cole, in her book entitled. Teaching in the Elementary
School, has defined Case Study as "a collection of parts, all of
which relate to a single person, by means of which you can see him
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as an individual against the background of his environment, can sense
to some extent the forces iihich are operating upon him, and can see
his reactions to them.^
Rosemary K. Roorbach, in Teaching Children in the Church, says:
"Knowledge of boys and girls will be gained by studying them at every
opportunity at chxirch, in the home, in the school, and in the com¬
munity." Rooibach also suggests the following outline of child
study fcr each member of a class:
Name of pupil Age
Physical characteristics (large or small, eye sight,
hearing, etc.)
Mental characteristics (keen imagination, good mdmory,
intelligent, etc.)
Social characteristics (Ability to get along with others, a leader,
obey rules, etc.)
Emotional characteristics (moody, fearful, easily hurt, etc.
Religious characteristics (Jealous of God, Jesus, reverent,
igystic, etc.)
Favorite interests(hobbies, collections, sports, books, movies,
radio, etc.)___
Special skills (musical insti*uments, choir, etc.
15
liiLuella Cole, Teaching in the Elementary School, Rinehart and
Company, Inc., New York, 1956, p. 171.
l5Roorbach, Rosemary K., Teaching Children in the Church,
Abingdom Press, New York, 1959, PP» 37, 38*
1.Working Tffith the Pre-School Child
According to Rosemary K. Roorbach, in her book entitled. Teaching
16
Children in the Church, ’’All children are different." Some character¬
istics carry over for several years. Nevertheless, there are some
general characteristics id.thin certain age groups vdiich have great
meaning for those who work with them.
In the columns below are helpful suggestions for those who work
with pre-school children. The column on the left indicates the charac¬
teristics and needs of the childj the column on the right gives the
meaning of these characteristics for the teacher:
What We Know Generally What it Means for the Teacher
1. Active Allow freedom to move about2.Vocabulary shows dramatic gains Gives opportunity to express




More detailed information on these characteristics and their
meaning for the teacher may be fovuid in. Teaching Children in the
Church, ^7
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2, Program for the Kindergarten Department
Melva Cook has given the following information for the Kinder¬
garten Department of the Sunday School which I feel will greatly





D« Christian knowledge and conviction




In preparing the child to accept Jesus Christ as his Saviour
the Kindergarten should teach the following:
1* Recognition of God’s existence
2. Recognition that Jesus is God's Son
3. Recognition of God's love
U* Recognition of personal sin and God's righteousness
5. Recognition of God's plan for Salvation
^®Melva Cook, Bible Teaching for Fovlt's and Five's. Convention
press, Nashville, Tennessee, I960, pp. 32, 33»
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Children in the Kindergarten Department are fascinated by
nature materials and living things, such as: fish, toads, shells,
flowers, plants, wheat and corn.
Many of the teaching aids recommended by Melva Cook are already
in use at Second Bethel Church. We have been assisted in setting
of this program by Elementary teachers in the Public School System.
A well equipped Kindergarten Department contains such materials
as: paints, brushes, snows,sponges, paper for drasing, large crayons,
colored constmction paper, scissors, paste and selected pictures,
on
puzzles, and recordings."'
3. Working with Primaries
The following is a list of objectives given by Ann Bradford
which the Second Bethel Church is attempting to incorporate in its
program of Christian Education.







1|. Christian knowledge and conviction




Primaries need learning experiences through which they can
learn effectively. The equipment and materials used in the class¬
rooms are means of guiding them into varied learning experiences.
The most essential avenues for primaries are as follows:
1. Activity
2. Sensory experiences




7. Conversation and listening
8* Group activities'^
Our experience in working with Primaries has taught us that the
right equipment with proper guidance will help them to develop their
bodies^ minds and souls.
2lAnn Bradford, Working With Primaries Through the Sunday School,
Convention Press, Nashville, Tennessee, 1961, pp. 21, 22, 23*
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U* Working with Juniors
In her book. Teaching Children in the Church, Rosemary K.
Roorbach has also given a list of characteristics of juniors and
what these characteristics should mean to the teacher. A list of
these characteristics and their meaning for the teacher follows in
the col\imn3 below:
Characteristics
1* More mature and reflective,
mentally alert and eager
for information
2, Have an abundance of energy;
like to be doing things;
like to participate
3* Interested in the good opinion
by their own group; rivalry
and competition strong; crave
companionship
U. Interested in physical world,
physiology, nature, science
and geography
Working With Young People
Second Bethel Church, through





chance to participate in
worship
Plan game periods and class
parties; help each child
surpass his own record;
avoid awards for work
accomplished
Give chance for discussion;
go on trips; carry on acti¬
vities of interest.
Touth Activities Comraittee
eind the Youth Council, has made only a small beginning in carrying
out the following program suggested by AHeen Moon for youth
22RosCTiary K. Roobach, Teaching Children in the Church, Abing¬
don Press, Nashville, Tennessee, 1959, PP» 36, 37*
23Alleen Moon.The Christian Education of Older Youth, Abing¬
don Press, Nashville, Tennessee, 195^, p* l36, 137*
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A. What Yottng People Gan. Do to Improve City Government
1. Vote, if you are old enough. If you are too young
to vote, influence voters by an expression of your
opinion.
2. Organize a study group for first voters. Invite
leading citizens to speak on issues that will be
voted on at the next election.
3. Plan a series of talks on ''Our Community.'' Invite
public officials to speak and explain their duties.
1+. Have forums for the discussions of vital issues,
with competent leaders.
5. Have a citizenship class. Give instructions on the
mechanics of marking the ballot. Plan a citizenship
banquet for new voters.
6. Attend meetings of your city cotmcil or state legis¬
lature when issues of importance are being discussed.
7. Write letters to newspapers courteously setting forth
your views on community issues.
8. Undertake civic improvements, such as beautifying
vacant lots on the church grounds.
What Young People Can Do About Recreation
1. Patronize only good motion pictures
2. Appoint a committee to investigate and recommend films.
Give publicity to movies dealing with social questions.
3. Organize study courses on the alcohol evil, using
worship services to develop attitudes; forums, plays,
posters, books, magazines, and pictures that deal
with the liquor question to develop public sentiment.
U. Refrain from drinking yourself and patronize places
where liquor is not sold
5, Take an interest in recreational opportunities for
the underprivileged.
6. Investigate your local situation as regards gambling
and support constructive laws.
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7* Have forum discussions on gambling.
8. Collect and display articles dealing with gambling.
9, Boycott news-stands that carry objectionable magazines.
10. Sponsor open house games, such as ping-pong, volley¬
ball and folk games, as well as various outdoor games.
11. Maintain a well equipped recreational center.
12. Use homes of members for interest and hobby groups.
13. Put on programs for old people's homes.
C. What Young People Can Do About Crime and Delinquency
1. Visit courts and jails so as to know the facts. Talk
with the jailors, juvenile courts judge, sheriff and
chief of police, and social case workers.
2. Invite representative of the juvenile court to speak
to your group and answer questions of arrests.
3. Find out whether children are being held in jail
between "the time they are picked up and the time
they are brought to court.
Try to find ways of helping individual cases.
6. A Program for Senior Citizens
Senior.adults live in a time of dissolusionraent, or of looking
ahead to a better country. As their circle of friendships is narrowed




The church should provide for them a reasonable amount of
attention and devotion. Classes for the aged should be taught by-
persons of deep experience and great faith and \mderstanding.
a. Project
Class projects give meaning as well as fellowship to the adult
group of senior citizens. Class meetings during -the week provide
social in-berest and opportunities for fellowship.
The International Curriculum CSuide names five areas of interest
in adult -work in Christian education: worship, stuc^y, service, fello-w^-
ship and evangelism. The Bible is -the core of the adult cvurriculum*^^
b. Special Services and Observances for Senior Citizens
1. Coramxuiion in the homes of those who are shut in by reason
of old age. A part of the -worship sei^ce may be recorded in the
communion sei^ce and taken to the homes of those unable to attend.
2. Religious Broadcasting
3. Give recognition to those who have been married more than
twenty-five years. Present them with a certificate of honor in
a morning worship service.
1*. Honor those who have been members of the church for fifty
years. Present them a certificate of honor.
5. Golden Wedding Anniversaries
6. Preach on the aging process
25Harold C. Mason, Abiding Values in Christian Education,
Fleming H. Revell Company, pp. 127-129.
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c. Clubs for the aged
Three Quarter Century Club
The Friendly Club
The Golden Age Club
Borrowed Time Club
The Seventy-five Club
The National Recreation Association has issued a special book¬
let on recreation for older people for the guidance of local com¬
munities in such programs.
26Paul B. Maves, Older People and the Chych, Abingdon Press,
New York, Nashville, Tennessee, 191+9, pp. 63-65j 218, 223,
VI. PROPOSALS
Second Bethel Church has not reached its goal, nor realized
its potential. The church is not adequately staffed with full-time
personnel to carry on an educational program of Christian education
that will be well rounded. Presently, its full-time workers are
limited to a pastor, general secretary, and a janitorj all other
workers are either part-time or volunteers.
A full-time Director of Christian Education is an immediate
need fcr planning, supervising and directing the total program of
Christian Education. This worker could be of invaluable assistance
to the church school, the Baptist Training Union, the Boy Scouts,
the Mission Society and the Brotherhood.
A full-time minister of music is needed for the training of
the five choirs of the chvirch. At present, the church employs two
directors and an organist for the Chancel Choir at a cost of one
himdred and twenty dollarsj a pianist for the B. V. Lester Choir,
the Intermediate Choir and the Melody Choir, at a cost of forty-
five dollarsj three pianists for the Sunday School, and one pianist
for the Baptist Training Union who are donated three dollars and
fifty cents each per month. The total amount paid and donated to
a part-time music staff amounts to one hundred and seventy-nine
dollars. I feel that by doubling this amoxxnt, a full-time director
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could be employed who could not only train the respective choirs, but
could also give music instruction to the choir maabers individually,
and to other members of the church’s membership and constituency.
The chTorch’s work with families should be expanded to include
a systematic counseling program.
According to John C. INynn, Pastoral Ministry to Families, "The
church that carries on a consistent program of sex education as
a p2irt of its Christian education program will find its young people
better prepared for marriage and better fitted for family life. This
is an area that has been greatly neglected by church, school, and
social agencies. Less than five percent of our churches have such
a program, and less than twenty states have school curriculums that
27
include sex instruction."
I propose that specific hours be designated at Second Bethel
Church for the pastor and specialists in the area of family counsel¬
ling to meet with youth and adults and deal with such matters as
premarital relations, premarital interviews, and family crises and
conflicts.
Some of the crises and conflicts with which the church should
deal in its ministry to families are: (1) unfaithfulness; (2) parent-
child relationships; (3) vocational choice of children; (i;) crisis
between husband and wife; (5) intoxication; venereal diseases;
(7) crime; (8) mental illness; and (9) suicide.
27john C. Wynn, Pastoral Ministry to Families, The Westminister
Press, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19^7j pp. 102, 103,
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